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MATGEN: An interactive BASIC program for
similarities data matrix generation
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Multidimensional scaling (MDS) requires data indicat
ing proxirnities among stimuli as input. A commonly used
procedure for obtaining proxirnities data for large stimu
lus sets is stimulus sorting. This procedure requires sub
jects to place stimuli into mutually exclusive categories
so that the stimuli within a category are judged to be more
similar to each other than to stimuli in other categories.

Although this sorting task is very easy for subjects, it
requires the rather tedious transformation of the grouped
stimuli into a form acceptable as program input. The raw
data must be transcribed into subject matrices before be
ing submitted to MDS for analysis.

Description. MATGEN is a data matrix generation pro
gram designed to process free-sorted similarities data in
preparation for submission to MDS. The program con
verts sorted data into matrices that are identified by sub
ject numbers. The dimensions of each matrix are equal
to the number of stimuli sorted. Each cell of a matrix con
tains either a "1," indicating a common grouping of the
stimuli that intersect at that cell, or a "0," indicating that
the intersecting stimuli were placed in different groups.
A running tally of data sets is provided in a cumulative
matrix that is updated as each subject's datum is
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processed, and a proportions matrix is generated upon
completion of processing for all subjects. The program
is dimensioned to handle up to 50 variables, but can be
modified to handle larger data sets by changing array
dimensioning statements.

Input. The stimuli are numbered from 1 to n, where
n is the total number of stimuli sorted. Input is facilitated
by placing stimulus numbers in data statements. A "-1"
is placed at the end of each group of stimuli for a given
subject, and a "0" is placed at the end of each subject's
string of stimulus groups. Neither the order in which the
stimuli appear in a group nor the order in which the groups
appear in a string is of importance. After all stimulus
groups have been placed in data statements, the program
requests information concerning how many stimuli will
be processed and whether or not individual and cumula
tive matrices are to be printed.

Output. Ifall printing options are selected, one n X n
similarities matrix is printed for each subject, followed
by one n x n cumulative matrix indicating total cell en
tries updated for each subject who has been processed.
After all data have been processed, a proportions matrix
that indicates similarities averaged over all subjects is
printed. In addition, a warning is printed if anyone of
three errors has been made in entering data statements:
(1) the same stimulus has been entered in two different
groups; (2) a stimulus has been omitted for a subject;
(3) the number of variables to be processed does not match
the number indicated by the user.

Language. The program is written in BASIC, but uses
no special matrix statements. Nested FOR-NEXT loops
are used to process each matrix. This should enable the
program to be implemented on a wide variety of systems,
including both micro- and minicomputers.

Availability. A program listing can be obtained without
charge from the first author.
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